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Informal Learning Background

In recent times the concept of learning in unstructured ways without formal curricula or learning objectives has given rise to the term informal learning. The term has many definitions. For example, it relates to learning that is free from constraint and not officially recognized. It may also refer to learning that is ad hoc or accidental or unplanned without discipline. It can be described as learning that can happen anywhere, anytime, by anyone – intentionally or unintentionally. For purposes of this paper, KnowledgeAdvisors will define informal learning as knowledge transfer that occurs without the assistance of structured curriculum. In addition, a subset of informal learning can be referred to as social learning, which has elements of collaboration or community.

Regardless of what it’s called, informal learning arose from a need to learn on-demand vs. wait for conventional methods of learning so workers could stay knowledgeable and productive in a dynamic work environment. Informal learning has been around long before formal learning existed. People learned through observation, apprenticeships, and experience. As instructional design principles emerged, formal learning emerged. New technologies are enabling a new way of learning informally but the classic methods of informal learning are actively embraced into these technologies.

What is known about informal learning is that it has a strong presence in organizations and will continue to grow. It does contribute to the performance of the workforce. KnowledgeAdvisors recent research found a minority of organizations allocating significant, formal budget toward it but more is likely to come. Measurement methods have been basic and sparse, culture is a critical enabler to its uptake, technology and social networking tools are common in its adoption and growth.

This paper will focus on measuring informal learning. Measurement has become important in formalizing informal learning. However, by formalizing it, that doesn’t mean the learners feel constrained by structure, rules or definitions. Many informal learning tools can be learner or community self-sufficient in their maintenance and growth. Formalization means that informal learning programs can garner greater attention for budgets so that they receive care and feeding and evolve and grow. Measurement can provide reasonable indicators as to informal learning’s usability, availability, accessibility, sense of community, quality and effectiveness.

Learning Delivery Taxonomy

Before discussing measurement of informal learning, it is important to articulate where informal learning fits into the learning delivery taxonomy. The learning delivery taxonomy is in Exhibit I below. Definitions for the taxonomy are in Appendix A. The learning delivery taxonomy is a list of ways individuals can learn, structured in cleanly defined categories based upon a mutually exclusive, collectively exhaustive approach.
The taxonomy begins with an identification of whether or not the learning is delivered with structured curriculum (formal) or not (informal). From there it breaks out each of these into Live/Interactive (requiring interaction between 2 or more individuals) or Just-In-Time/Self-Paced (no direct interaction with other individuals). The third layer of the taxonomy is the methods themselves within these classifications. The taxonomy serves as a guide to learning delivery given the audience, learning style, and organizational culture.

Some of the most common informal learning deliveries are illustrated in the taxonomy. They include the high touch low tech elements like a community of practice or a coaching or mentoring program which due to their high involvement with others place them in the interactive section. It also encompasses a Virtual Knowledge Sharing system (VKS) which is collaboration in an electronic platform (ex. a blog or wiki or even Twitter) which places it in the interactive but electronic section of the taxonomy. Note all of these are support, meaning they’re unstructured from the point that they do not have a formal curriculum, a key feature of informal learning. Finally, there is technology-based electronic support systems that are self-paced performance support tools and like their interactive counterparts, they don’t have a curriculum.

Now that we can see how informal learning and traditional learning coexist in the learning delivery taxonomy, both can also be viewed in three dimensions taking into account design, delivery and consumption. Exhibit II has the Multi-
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Dimensional Learning Taxonomy (Parskey 2010). In this model Design occupies the Y-Axis. Design can be Ad-Hoc which is user created, Structured but not Instructional Design such as a Presentation or Communication and Instructional Design which has formal curricula like Instructor-led training. On the X-Axis is the Delivery which is either Scheduled by the delivery organization or content provider or Unscheduled, content is created and available anytime. Consumption is the third element and can be As Needed such as a performance support tool or Prescribed, defined by the creator such as eLearning.

Thinking about the use of multiple deliveries in these three dimensions may help create a learning experience that more closely resembles a true learning program. A learning program is a set of carefully crafted content, information and experiences that create skills and capabilities with a specific audience.

Exhibit III illustrates programs along the top horizontal axis and learning deliveries, both formal and informal, along the y-axis, altogether this illustration represents the Measurement Angles that visualize the individual learning (course and event), program and initiatives and systems and methodologies. The example shows a new hire program ‘Welcome to Acme’ that spans multiple learning deliveries and must measure the systems, initiatives, and courses that are components of the overall program. Measurement will be discussed in the upcoming sections.
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KnowledgeAdvisors research suggests that only about 9% of the learning budget is spent on informal learning today but that is expected to rise in the future. The information technology organization has historically funded technology infrastructure that is then used by learning entities to create informal learning enablers. In addition, 21% of executives are now asking for measurement of informal learning and this too is expected to rise.

A 2009 study by the American Society of Training and Development (ASTD) stated that informal learning’s existence is positively correlated to performance. In fact, 39% of respondents to the ASTD study stated informal learning enhanced performance by a high extent. Interestingly, only 15% of organizations surveyed felt they used it to reduce costs of formal learning. So there is a business case to do informal learning, even if it isn’t measured.

There is relatively small amount of measurement taking place today because the traditional measurement methodologies are difficult to apply. As a result, most measurement is anecdotal evidence. However, per the American Society of Training and Development, a significant finding did arise: measuring the effectiveness of informal learning has statistically significant correlation to market performance. This is based on a statistical analysis correlating measurement of informal learning to the broader organizations market value and the strength of the positive correlation. This is the single most important business case to measure your informal learning. Measure it because it may indeed show performance gains.

Finally, if obtaining more direct funding for informal learning is part of your business case, KnowledgeAdvisors research revealed that organizations that systematically measure their informal learning have budgets that are twice their counterparts that do not measure. This illustrates you manage what you measure. Measure the informal learning and it becomes more visible and strategic and more budget is allocated its way.
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Informal Learning Measurement Model

Informal learning measurement can and should be done. If done properly it can determine if the investments in informal learning should grow or not. It can also determine whether to invest in technology tools or more personalized initiatives. Measurement of informal learning can be comparable to more traditional models so the right mix that optimizes impact relative to the investment can be done, which is important for governance and stewardship.

Measurement of informal learning should be looked upon from three elements: What to Measure, When to Measure It, and How To Measure It. Each is discussed below.

What to Measure

Organizations should measure an informal learning program from solution, experience and benefit constructs. Exhibit IV illustrates the key components within each construct. The Solution construct is measuring the informal learning to answer the question “Is this the right delivery type to fulfill the stated need?” To this end, it measures whether or not it was easy to access and use and whether it met the objectives. The Experience construct answers the question “Did it have the right level of community and involvement?” The Benefits construct answers the question “Did it meet or exceed individual and organizational measurable performance goals and outcomes.”

Within the constructs traditional learning measurement can be seen. Quality for example is like a Level 1 in the Kirkpatrick Model, followed by Effectiveness, similar to Level 2 Knowledge Transfer, Application to Job is a Level 3 behavior change, Performance Impact is a Level 4 Results link and Business Results/ROI is similar to the 5th Level from The ROI Process Model. Other traditional measurement concepts include operational metrics one might do for eLearning such as availability, accessibility and usage.

But, there are new measurement constructs that are important to informal learning. These include value and belonging as well as engagement. This is because many informal learning deliveries thrive on the sense of community to create and grow the content and keep the learning fresh and active. Support systems exist with informal learning as culture is a huge factor to informal learning uplift. However, support systems must be strong in any learning delivery because without manager support and engagement, learning becomes scrap learning quickly.
When to Measure It

After knowing what to measure, a logical question is when to measure it. KnowledgeAdvisors suggests it be done at different points in the process. Exhibit V illustrates this point.
The first 3 elements in Exhibit V identify measurement at the interaction point. For example, a user goes into a Virtual Knowledge Sharing System to access an expert in her organization that is experienced in processing invoices. Upon their interaction with the system a measurement opportunity exists to measure the Solution, Experience and Benefits. At this point the emphasis is on the Solutions construct. Was it accessible, usable, effective?

Next is the periodic measurement. This would be a major milestone during a program that has not yet concluded and where there have been multiple interactions. At this point the emphasis is on the Experience construct. Is it a high quality experience, was there a strong sense of community, is it the right solution for the need? In addition, measuring benefits can be done here as well. However it may be a forecast or predictor of impact on performance as the program has not yet concluded. Yet forecasting is a powerful predictor to aide in resource allocation and continuous improvement.

Finally there is measurement at conclusion. A program has ended, there will not be further interaction specific to the program. At this point the emphasis is on the Benefits Construct. Was it effective and did it produce the desired value, behavior change and return as expected?

**How to Measure It**

In general, the time spent on measurement should be proportional to the time spent on the learning. Because informal learning requires measuring different constructs at different points in the process, there are multiple measurement enablers to do the actual measurement itself. Exhibit VI illustrates these broken out by Systems, Tools and People enablers.

On the left are the informal learning deliveries with high technology enablement. Examples include Virtual Knowledge Networks and Electronic Performance Support Systems. System analytics can measure the Solution in terms of access, availability and usage. On the opposite end are the high personal touch deliveries like coaching and mentoring and Communities of Practice. Using focus groups, interviews and observation can help measure the solutions usability and effectiveness.
Across any informal learning program regardless of technology or personal touch are measurement tools. Conducting a needs analysis or usability study prior to making a resource-intensive investment is sound business practice. At each interaction, a quick poll of the user as a feedback link or content rating is great to gauge the Solution. Conducting a more formal survey or assessment at the periodic milestone from a sample of participants is effective in measuring the Experience and using surveys and assessments are practical and reasonable ways to measure Benefits. At this point these can be consistent and comparable to traditional evaluation for benchmarking the performance results of the deliveries. Using a smart sheet evaluation (one that asks questions around impact, value and ROI) as opposed to a smile sheet (just evaluating quality or satisfaction) can do this nicely.

In addition, statistically correlating usability data with results data (ex. sales personnel that used a sales knowledge portal correlated to their sales) is an effective way to measure Benefits with more precision and credibility but it will not be as practical or scalable as a survey or assessment so it should be done on the more strategic, visible or costly informal learning investments.

Informal Learning Measurement Solutions

KnowledgeAdvisors focuses on learning and talent measurement. In the rapidly changing workplace, learners are changing how they learn. The business case for measurement clearly shows that measurement of informal learning is correlated to market performance and leads to more budget for informal learning. KnowledgeAdvisors can help your organization determine what to measure, when to measure it, and how to measure it. Whether it’s a learning measurement strategy or the design of a periodic measurement instrument, our experts can consult with your organization to mitigate risk and ensure success.

Further, to minimize the administrative burden of measurement, KnowledgeAdvisors has Metrics that Matter®, our proprietary on-demand measurement technology. It can automate and simplify how your informal learning data is collected, processed, reported and analyzed. With Metrics that Matter®, the abundance of data originating from informal learning becomes information for intelligence decision-making. Inherent within the technology are standard evaluation instruments to measure informal learning that have been customer-validated.

About KnowledgeAdvisors

KnowledgeAdvisors is the world’s largest provider of learning and talent measurement solutions. Leading organizations access our measurement expertise and on-demand software to ensure a high-performing workforce. As the thought leader in Human Capital Analytics, KnowledgeAdvisors provides the most comprehensive analytics solutions available.

Contact Us

If you would like to learn more about how we can help you meet your measurement needs please contact us.

www.knowledgeadvisors.com
sales@knowledgeadvisors.com
(800) 561-3341, +1 (312) 676-4400
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Appendix A: Learning Delivery Taxonomy Definitions

- **Audio Based Training (ABT)** Learning via Audio (ex. Podcast).
- **Coaching** A defined method of directing, instructing, and training a person or group to achieve a goal or develop specific skills in one session or over time.
- **Collaboration** Interactive learning that occurs face-to-face with 2 or more individuals (without curriculum).
- **Communities of Practice (CoP)** Groups that form to share what they know, to learn from each other regarding some aspect of their work and to provide a social context for that work.
- **Computer-Based-Training (CBT)** Traditional Computer-Based Training via CD-ROM or flash drive.
- **Curriculum** Materials developed using instructional techniques.
- **Desk-side Support** Support professional responding to request for help.
- **Distance Learning** Any learning that occurs separate from live interaction.
- **EPSS** Electronic Performance Support System. An integrated web-based environment that provides access to personalized information, tools and guidance to enable optimal job performance with minimum support and intervention of others.
- **Facilitated Classroom Learning** Collaborative live learning in a face-to-face environment that leverages self-paced instruction.
- **Formal Learning** Knowledge transfer that occurs with the assistance of structured curriculum.
- **Help Desk** Support professional responding to request for help via the phone or Web.
- **ILT Custom** Custom training course open to individuals from same company (customized curriculum).
- **ILT private** Standard training course open to individuals from same company (not customized curriculum).
- **Informal Learning** Knowledge transfer that occurs without the assistance of structured curriculum.
- **Job Aids** Short, concise quick reference tools.
- **Just-In-Time/Self-Paced** Learning Any learning that occurs without direct interaction with another individual.
- **Knowledge** The sum of what has been learned.
- **Learning** The acquisition of knowledge either via formal or informal formats.
- **Live Interactive Learning** Any learning that occurs with interaction between at least 2 or more individuals.
- **Mentoring** A developmental relationship between a more experienced mentor and a less experienced mentee.
- **On-line Self Help** Short, concise quick reference tools available electronically.
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- **Open Enrollment** Standard training course open to individuals from multiple companies (not customized curriculum).
- **Presentation** Live, one-way overview without curriculum.
- **Publications** Documented materials without curriculum.
- **Reference Guides** Detailed support materials.
- **Self-Study Guide** Self-paced curriculum.
- **Tutoring** One-on-one, face-to-face training with curriculum.
- **Video Based Training (VBT)** Traditional instruction via video (ex. YouTube video).
- **Virtual Classroom Learning** Collaborative live learning that uses an electronic interface and leverages self-paced instruction.
- **Virtual Knowledge Sharing (VKS)** A collaborative learning space existing within an electronic (likely Web-based) platform.
- **Web-Based-Training (WBT)** Learning via the web (with curriculum).